Similar images, different messages

**Talking points**

1. These cartoons both refer to what recent controversy?
2. What is the message of each cartoon? How do the comments differ? How are they similar?
3. Should teams change nicknames that people find derogatory?
4. What are the long-term effects of suffering multiple concussions?
5. Are the NFL, colleges, high schools, fans, players and the media ignoring or downplaying brain injuries to "protect" football?

**Between the lines**

"Every dictionary I have consulted has defined 'redskins' with words such as offensive, insulting, pejorative and derogatory." - Bob Costas, sportscaster.

http://www.latimes.com/opinion/opinion-la-la-ol-bob-costas-redskins-blowback-20131017.0,4042511.story#axzz2iTbHnsng

**Additional resources**

More by Bob Englehart
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/EngleB

More by Bruce Plante
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/PlanteB
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